
ŠkodaFabia&Me
Accessories

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, materials, warranties and 
external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration without 
notice. Some illustrations in this brochure may depict left-hand drive models. All products in this brochure 
have been approved by Škoda UK for fitment to right-hand drive vehicles.

The products shown here are a small sample of the range of Škoda Original Accessories available.  
Please note that all Škoda Original Accessories carry a two-year warranty from the point of purchase.  
This warranty is extended to three years when purchased with a new vehicle.

For the latest information please visit www.accessories.skoda.co.uk

The environmental logo expresses Škoda Auto’s 
awareness of, responsibility for and attempts at 
the sustainable development of the company 
and a friendly approach to life and nature.  
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The Fabia is a versatile little mover. It’s fun to drive but it’s also 
really practical. And you can make even more of it with super 
accessories that range from slick leather and chrome trim to 
rugged fixtures that hold your things safe and secure in the boot. 
Even better, if the accessories are fitted when your car is new, 
they’re covered by a comprehensive three-year warranty,* 
which should make you a very happy driver indeed.

* Skoda Original Accessories come with a standard two year warranty unless otherwise stated. 
Excludes wear and tear.

Product requires fi tting. Please contact your Retailer for further information.

Product requires painting. Please contact your Retailer for further information.



Window sunblinds

Keep the sun out of your passengers’ eyes 
or away from the shopping. Our range of 
sunblinds cover the rear side, boot side 
and boot rear windows.
Hatch rear side window - DCK 719 001
Hatch boot rear window - DCK 719 002

Estate rear side window - DCK 729 001 
Estate boot side window - DCK 729 002
Estate boot rear window - DCK 729 003

Comfort&Practicality
A range of great accessories to keep your gear tidy when you’re on the move. 
And it looks good too.

Window wind defl ectors

Get a breath of fresh air without getting out of the car. 
These wind defl ectors fi t the exact shape of your Fabia side 
windows so you can drive in fresh air without the rain coming 
in. Available in pairs for both front and rear windows.
Front - KCD 709 001 
Hatch rear - KCD 719 001
Estate rear - KCD 729 001

Multi purpose bag 

Waterproof, washable and with a load 
capacity of 15kg, our bag is ideal for storing 
children’s toys or other bulky items. This 
versatile bag can be secured into the cabin 
or boot and has a handy shoulder strap for 
when you reach your destination.

D
M

K 000 001

Mudfl aps

Kersplosh! Drive through the muddiest 
puddle knowing your lovely Fabia is 
protected from mud, spray and stone chips 
by these discreet mudfl aps, available in pairs. 
Mudfl aps are not suitable for the Fabia Scout.
Front mudfl aps - KEA 700 001 
Hatch rear mudfl aps - KEA 710 001
Estate rear mudfl aps - KEA 720 001

Floor mats - set of four

Rubber mats are great for active lifestyles 
with mud and dirt easy to wash away.

Fabia-branded carpet mats enhance 
comfort whilst protecting your footwell. 
Easy to remove and clean.

Fabia-branded luxury mats have a deeper 
pile for an ultimate luxurious feel.
Rubber - DCC 700 101 Carpet - DCA 700 102
Luxury - DCA 700 103

Clothes hanger

For a crease-free jacket during travelling, 
this is the perfect accessory. Easy to attach 
and remove from the headrest bars.

3T0 061 127

15 litre cabin cool/warm box

Keep your energy levels up on the move 
with a 12V cool/warm box that holds all 
your favourite snacks. Secured using a 
seatbelt, there are 15 litres you can fi ll 
with snacks and drinks.

5L0 065 400

BC
H

 009 001

6 litre cabin cool/warm box

Cool stuff  to 20°C below room temperature 
or warm it to 65°C above with our compact 
12V cool/warm box. Complete with external 
cup holders and a handy shoulder strap, 
it’s perfect for a picnic or a day out.

4Comfort&Practicality

Practicality
A range of great accessories to keep your gear tidy when you’re on the move. 
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Vertical boot nets
Hatch - DMA 710 002
Estate - DMA 720 002

Get more out of your boot

Fold-out refl ective fl ap 

Be safe and be seen with a removable, 
fold-out refl ective fl ap that also protects 
your rear bumper. It folds fl at so you can 
store it in the boot when you’re not using 
it. And the refl ective warning triangle comes 
in handy for roadside emergencies.

KD
X 710 001 

Raised plastic strip

Do you slide large and heavy items in and 
out of the boot? Our raised plastic protection 
strip provides maximum scratch and dent 
protection to your rear bumper.

KD
A 710 001 
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Estate - D
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Floor - D
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Sides - D
AA 720 002
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Transparent fi lm strip

You can hardly see it, but this tough fi lm 
protects your car from accidental scratches.

H
atch - 5J9 071 133

Estate - 5J9 071 133 A

Boot netting system 

Stuff  it all in and then keep it under wraps with this great range of stretchy 
netting accessories that help you keep loose items under control in your boot.

Boot fl oor net
Hatch - DMA 710 001
Estate - DMA 720 001

Parcel shelf net
Hatch - DMK 710 001

Plastic boot dish

Get messy. №  matter how dirty you get, our plastic boot 
dish manufactured from durable plastic has a raised lip 
to keep dirt and damp under control. Great for dumping 
muddy wellies on the way home from the festival!

Boot storage bag

Keep it clean inside with a waterproof and 
washable portable storage bag that fi xes securely 
to the hanging hooks in the boot. Keeps valuables 
out of sight and under control.

Raised boot fl oor

Stash the small things away under the raised boot fl oor 
package and you’ll still be able to use the fl exibility and 
load-carrying capability of your Fabia for the big stuff . 
Available for Fabia Estate only.

Dog restraint /luggage partition

Who let the dogs out! Well, no one if they were using our 
rigid metal partition grille. Perfect for bulky loads, a lot of 
luggage or indeed man’s best friend.

Waterproof boot liner

Avoid scratching the boot when you’re loading up. This 
practical and fl exible boot liner, made of waterproof and 
easily washable material, looks after your Fabia when you’ve 
got a messy load. Very high sides attached by hanging 
hooks, velcro fasteners and a fold-out cover, make sure 
your Fabia stays pristine. Available for Fabia Estate only.

Rubber boot dish

Our rubber boot dish fi ts the exact shape of the boot fl oor 
in your Fabia. Use the netting system at the same time and 
nothing will get loose ever again! Easily removable for 
cleaning, this is a must have everyday accessory.

Rear bumper protection

Slide gear in easily without scratching the bumper. Specially designed strips 
stop you doing any damage when loading your boot with awkward or bulky objects.
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Vertical boot nets
Hatch - DMA 710 002
Estate - DMA 720 002

KD
A 710 001 

H
atch - 5J9 071 133

Estate - 5J9 071 133 A

Stuff  it all in and then keep it under wraps with this great range of stretchy 
netting accessories that help you keep loose items under control in your boot.

Parcel shelf net
Hatch - DMK 710 001

Slide gear in easily without scratching the bumper. Specially designed strips 
stop you doing any damage when loading your boot with awkward or bulky objects.

Floor - D
AA 720 001

D
M

K 770 003

Boot netting system 

Stuff  it all in and then keep it under wraps with this great range of stretchy 
netting accessories that help you keep loose items under control in your boot.

Keep it clean inside with a waterproof and 
washable portable storage bag that fi xes securely 
to the hanging hooks in the boot. Keeps valuables 

Plastic boot dish

Get messy. №  matter how dirty you get, our plastic boot 
dish manufactured from durable plastic has a raised lip 
to keep dirt and damp under control. Great for dumping 
muddy wellies on the way home from the festival!

Rubber boot dish

Our rubber boot dish fi ts the exact shape of the boot fl oor 
in your Fabia. Use the netting system at the same time and 
nothing will get loose ever again! Easily removable for 
cleaning, this is a must have everyday accessory.



Sport&Design
Make your Fabia look even more fab, inside and out, 
with our great range of stylish accessories. 

Rear bumper diff user

Make sure you look your best from every angle with this 
simple-to-fi t rear diff user that streamlines your rear end.

H
atch - 5J6 071 729

Estate - 5J9 071 729

5J0 071 606

Front bumper spoiler

Give your Fabia even more visual presence with our stylish 
front bumper spoiler.

Styling decals 

A set of snappy decals add the perfect fi nishing touch and 
makes your’s the coolest Fabia on the block. 
White - DMR 700 001 
Black - DMR 700 003
Dark anthracite - DMR 700 002

Chrome eff ect boot strip 

Underline your style with a chrome eff ect boot strip that 
adds a touch of class to your boot.

KD
A 609 002 A

Door sill covers 

Protection with style. A set of four chrome-eff ect or black plastic 
covers keep your door sills safe from scuff s and scratches. 
And they look great too.

KD
A 700 002 

KD
A 700 001 

Roof spoiler

An aerodynamic lip that accentuates the smart roof line 
of your Fabia.

H
atch - FAA 710 002 

Estate - FAA 720 002 

Chrome eff ect exhaust trim

Be perfect down to the smallest detail with our high quality 
chrome eff ect exhaust trim. 
Hatch: 1.2 HTP - FDC 710 001, 1.2 TSI – FDC 710 003, 1.2 TDI CR, 1.6 TDI CR – FDC 710 005 A
Estate:  1.2 HTP – FDC 720 001, 1.2 TSI 105bhp – FDC 720 003, 

1.2 TDI CR and 1.6 TDI CR– FDC 720 005

KG
A 700 001 

Protective side strips 

Thanks to these protective side strips, you’ll never return from 
the shops to fi nd someone’s dinged your door.

Please note this accessory is not compatible with rear mudfl aps or tow bar.

8Sport&Design

with our great range of stylish accessories. 



4-Spoke leather steering wheel

Get a grip and feel the pleasure of leather as you tackle 
bends with our quality leather steering wheel.

3-Spoke sport leather steering wheel

For the sportier look this thicker, contoured, 3-spoke leather 
wheel combines sport styling and luxury at the same time.

Leather accessories

Feels good and looks good. It can only be leather. 
Our accessories ooze class inside your Fabia.

FBA 800 000 

FBA 800 001 

 Leather handbrake handle

Even the handbrake deserves a touch of leather 
to complete the interior look of your Fabia.

Armrest

Chill out on a leather armrest. It's more stylish, more 
comfortable and adds even more storage to your cabin.

Leather gearstick

Enjoy the touch of leather every time you change 
gear with this stylish gear knob and gaiter.

FFA 700 010 

D
AO

 700 001 
5J0 071 667 

Sports foot pedal covers

Feel sporty even at a standstill with these stainless steel 
foot pedal covers (with anti-slip rubber inserts).

FC
A 000 001

Sport alloy wheels 

Decisions, decisions. Which alloy will you choose to make heads turn? 
Tough call, they're all great.

Wheel covers 

You don't have to splash out 
to max out on style with these 
great looking wheel covers.

Comet

6.5x16" for tyre 205/45 R16

5J0 071 494 

Elba

6.5x16" for tyre 205/45 R16

5J0 071 494 A

Kentaur

7x17" for tyre 205/40 R17

5J0 071 496 

Trinity

7x17" for tyre 205/40 R17

Avior

6x15" for tyre 195/55 R15

5J0 071 496 A
CC

H
 700 005 

Gigaro

7x17" for tyre 205/40 R17

Line

6x15" for tyre 195/55 R15

CC
H

 700 001 

Atria

6.5x16" for tyre 205/45 R16

CC
H

 700 006 

Antares

6x15" for tyre 195/55 R15

CC
H

 700 004

Satellite

6x15" 

5J0 071 435 A

Hermes

6x15" 
C

D
B 700 002

Black - 5J0 071 496 D
 

W
hite - 5J0 071 496 C

Anthracite - 5J0 071 496 B
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Decisions, decisions. Which alloy will you choose to make heads turn? 

6.5x16" for tyre 205/45 R16

5J0 071 494 A
5J0 071 496 A

Gigaro

7x17" for tyre 205/40 R17

CC
H

 700 006 

Black - 5J0 071 496 D
 

W
hite - 5J0 071 496 C

Anthracite - 5J0 071 496 B

7x17" for tyre 205/40 R17

Avior

6x15" for tyre 195/55 R15

CC
H

 700 005 

CC
H

 700 001 

6.5x16" for tyre 205/45 R16

Antares

6x15" for tyre 195/55 R15



Black

5J0 071 496 B

White

5J0 071 496 C

Dark Chrome

5J0 071 496 D

Gigaro alloy wheel – 7x17"

Black is the new black with these sexy, super-sporty 
17" alloy wheels. Whatever your taste, with the 
motorsport-inspired White, the on-trend gloss 
Black or the edgy Dark Chrome, you’ll turn heads  
as well as corners.

Get the mean and feisty vRS look with a selection of Sport&Design accessories designed  
to toughen up the styling of your award-winning Fabia.

Start the cosmetic surgery with the addition of the Gigaro 17" alloy wheel in a choice of 
White, Dark Chrome or gloss Black. Adding the sharp styling of a roof spoiler, front bumper 
spoiler and rear bumper diffuser ensures a toned, sporty stance. And if you want to turn 
more than just heads, complete the transformation with some of the best technical kit on 
the market, the Kenwood DNX multimedia system and the Road Angel Connected. Grrrr.

SuperstyleyourFabia

Rear bumper diffuser

Flex those muscles with this body-coloured rear bumper 
diffuser designed to streamline your rear end.

Please note: this accessory is not compatible with rear mudflaps or tow bar.

Chrome effect exhaust trim

The sportiest accessory of them all – the chrome effect 
exhaust trim. 
Hatch:  1.2 HTP - FDC 710 001, 1.2 TSI – FDC 710 003,  

1.2 TDI CR, 1.6 TDI CR – FDC 710 005 A

Estate:  1.2 HTP – FDC 720 001, 1.2 TSI 105bhp – FDC 720 003,  
1.2 TDI CR and 1.6 TDI CR– FDC 720 005

H
atch - 5J6 071 729 

Estate - 5J9 071 729
5J0 071 606

Front bumper spoiler

This body-coloured front bumper spoiler beefs-up the  
front-end sporty stance of your Fabia.

Roof spoiler

A sporty body or roof-coloured aerodynamic lip 
designed to accentuate the roof line of your Fabia.

H
atch - FAA 710 002  

Estate - FAA 720 002 

Kenwood DNX 520 VBT

Quite simply the pinnacle of in-car multimedia entertainment.  
DVD sat nav, Bluetooth, radio and USB port for iPod and MP3 
player all controlled through a 7" colour touchscreen. Amazing. 
See page 13 for details.

Road Angel Connected

The UK’s number one safety camera and black spot alert device 
is always connected via GPRS/GSM technology ensuring you’re 
always updated on the move. See page 14 for details.

Kenw
ood D

N
X 520 VBT - ZG

B 000 035 523 
Road Angel C

onnected - ZG
B 000 0529 16A

Sports foot pedal covers

Let your feet do the talking with these stainless steel 
foot pedal covers (with anti-slip rubber inserts).

FC
A 000 001
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Road Angel Professional†

The UK’s number one safety camera and black spot alert device. 
Easily updatable via a USB connection to your computer. 
Includes a stylish customisable interface and remote control.

Road Angel Professional Connected†

This safety camera and black spot alert device is always connected via 
GPRS/GSM technology which allows automatic updates on the move.

† Subscription fee and minimum contract period applies. Please refer to the current price list or visit 
www.accessories.skoda.co.uk for the latest information. Road Angel products include a 1-year warranty.

Media-In cables

You dictate the beats with a selection of cables that 
connect your MP3 device to factory-fi tted stereo units. 
You can control your music device using the stereo 
inputs and see song details on the stereo screen.

Cables available for iPod, USB, Mini USB and 3.5mm 
jack connectivity. 
iPod - AZO 800 001 Mini USB - AZO 800 003
USB - AZO 800 002 3.5mm jack - AZO 800 004

3.5mm jack to 3.5mm jack leads

Provides an interface to connect most MP3 players to 
the 3.5mm audio input port in your Fabia.
20cm - ZGB 000 035 595A
1.5m - ZGB 000 035 595

Professional - ZG
B 000 052 916

Professional C
onnected  - 

ZG
B 000 0529 16A

Garmin nüvi 1210 Satellite Navigation with UK Mapping

The nüvi 1210 is a slim line, simple-to-use sat nav with Bluetooth 
technology for hands-free calls. Perfect for the safety-minded and 
fuel-conscious, this navigator has turn-by-turn directions, ecoRoute, 
lifetime traff ic avoidance and advanced speed camera alerts to keep 
you on time and safe on the road. Includes preloaded maps for the 
UK and Ireland and a 1-year warranty cover.

ZG
B 

00
0 

03
5 

11
1

Please note: this item does not display music details on stereo.

Blueconnect Bluetooth car phone kit

Keep talking and keep safe. Hands-free calls are easy with Blueconnect 
which fi ts discreetly into the headlining of your car. With voice-activation 
and the latest noise-reduction technology, Blueconnect really does look 
like a ‘factory-fi tted’ option. Available in Beige or Grey to match your 
Fabia’s interior.G

re
y 

- 
ZG

B 
1Z

3 
06

0 
00

5
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ig
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- 
ZG

B 
1Z

3 
06
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00
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00
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4 Speakers

Surround yourself with your favourite sounds. These 4 additional rear 
speakers fi t neatly into the pre-manufactured sockets.

Music&Communication
Stay in touch wherever you are. Moving (and grooving) is so easy with 
our technology solutions for music, navigation and communication.

Kenwood DNX 520 VBT*

Our fantastic Kenwood head unit is a unique product manufactured 
to meet Škoda’s technical standards. The Kenwood represents the 
pinnacle of in-car entertainment with a GPS for Europe, integrated 
multimedia system and a USB port for your iPhone, iPod or MP3. 
The 7" touch screen gives you instant access to functions such as 
the sat nav mode, tuner and Bluetooth hands-free calling feature.

Kenw
ood unit - ZG

B 000 035 523
iPod connection lead  - ZG

B 000 035 521

AA
N

 8
00

 0
02

Amundsen satellite navigation system

Keep on the straight and narrow with our state-of-the-art satellite 
navigation unit. With a high quality 5" touch screen, combining 
CD-ROM-based 3D nav**, audio CD drive and SD/MMC card reader 
for playing MP3 audio fi les or saving navigation data. Completing the 
line-up is a 3.5mm ‘Aux-in’ socket to connect MP3 players or iPods.

** Please note: some navigation locations, such as remote rural areas or 
industrial estates, are not identifi able from a 5-digit postcode search.

* Requires an additional lead to connect an iPod.

Voyager twin portable DVD system

Makes journeys whizz by. Our portable twin screen, high resolution 
7” TFT screen DVD system will have them laughing all the way there. 
A secure mounting kit fi xes screens to the front headrests, and two 
pairs of headphones let you enjoy the drive in peace.

ZG
B 

00
0 

03
5 

40
0
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Garmin nüvi 1210 Satellite Navigation with UK Mapping

The nüvi 1210 is a slim line, simple-to-use sat nav with Bluetooth 
technology for hands-free calls. Perfect for the safety-minded and 
fuel-conscious, this navigator has turn-by-turn directions, ecoRoute, 

Road Angel Professional
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B 
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0 
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5 
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Bicycle holder – tow bar

High quality, tow bar mounted rack for up to two bicycles. 
It comes with integrated number plate board and full 
electrics to ensure you remain legal whilst driving. 
Requires 13-pin electrics.

1T
2 

07
1 

10
5

 Detachable tow bar

Only the best is good enough for your Fabia. This detachable 
tow bar is manufactured to the highest quality. Its purpose-
designed to fi t the exact specifi cations for your Fabia. Fully UK 
type approved, it has a maximum 1,200kg braked and 450kg 
unbraked towing weight capacity.

Towing electrics* 

Available for Fabias with or without factory towing preparation 
and 13-pin and 7-pin options.
Hatch with preparation - 5J0 055 316
Hatch without preparation - 5J1 055 316

Estate with preparation - 5J9 055 316
Estate without preparation - 5J1 055 316 A

13-pin to 7-pin adaptor - ZGB 000 055 208 13

EE
A 

70
0 

00
1

Towing&Racking
Bike, ski, camp, surf, whatever you’re into (or however much you pack),
we’ve got a tow bar or roof rack to help. 

* Single electrics only - does not provide split charge functionality.

Single electrics only 

With preparation 
for tow bar

Without preparation 
for tow bar

Hatch Estate Hatch Estate 

EEA 700 001 Detachable tow bar • • • •
5J0 055 316 Hatch with preparation •
5J1 055 316 Hatch without preparation •
5J9 055 316 Estate with preparation •
5J1 055 316 A Estate without preparation •
ZGB 000 055 208 13 13-pin to 7-pin adaptor • • • •
1T2 071 105 Bicycle holder – tow bar • • • •

16Towing&Racking



Bicycle holder 

This fully adjustable and lockable bicycle carrier in silver 
aluminium or black takes up to four bicycles on the roof 
of your Fabia.

Roof racking

You’ve got a fantastically practical car. But our wide range 
of roof racking accessories allow you to do even more!

Ski or snowboard rack 

Hit the slopes with a lockable rack that carries up to four 
pairs of skis or two snowboards, safely and securely. 
Available in silver aluminium or black.

Estate cross bars

Make good use of your roof space. Our roof rails 
provide the basic mounting system for all Škoda roof 
mounted accessories. 

Thule Pacifi c 500 lockable ski box

Can’t decide what to do? This 320-litre box carries 5 pairs 
of skis or 4 snowboards and still leaves room enough 
to carry a bike on the roof rack maximising fl exibility. 
2260 x 550 x 370mm

Basic roof rack

Sometimes it pays to keep it simple. This great value roof 
rack is versatile enough to carry all the racks and boxes 

you like, and those awkward objects to the dump.

Thule Pacifi c 100 lockable luggage box

№ w you can pack the kitchen sink too. This 370-litre 
box is the perfect extension to your carrying capacity. 

With up to 50kg maximum weight, this full width box is 
aerodynamically designed to reduce wind resistance, 

noise and vibrations. 1390 x 900 x 390mm

LBT 009 002A
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LBT 009 007

Surfboard holder

Designed specifi cally to hold a 
surfboard safely and securely.

Škoda lockable ski box

A lockable ski box which carries up to 5 pairs of skis or 
4 snowboards. This box is designed with a lowered base 

for reduced air resistance, wind noise and vibrations. 
380-litre capacity. 2150 x 800 x 350mm

LAS 710 001 B
5L6 071 175

Luggage basket 

Chuck it all in. This lockable aluminium profi le 
luggage basket includes a fl exible luggage net with 

removable hooks and two 400mm straps.
 790 x 1280mm

LBT 009 006
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You’ve got a fantastically practical car. But our wide range 
of roof racking accessories allow you to do even more!

Surfboard holder

Designed specifi cally to hold a 
surfboard safely and securely.

Luggage basket 

Chuck it all in. This lockable aluminium profi le 
luggage basket includes a fl exible luggage net with 



Safety&Security
Look after everyone (no matter what age they are). 
Our range of child seats and safety accessories are 
designed to keep you and your passengers 
safe and sound.

Baby Plus One G0+
5L0 019 900

Wavo G1-G2-G3
5L0 019 900 B 

Wavo Booster G2-G3
5L0 019 900 C

Škoda child seats

Ensure your youngest passengers travel in perfect safety with our comprehensive 
range of approved, crash-tested child seats. Colours and designs may vary.

Recaro child seats

With a sporty design, these modern, race-car inspired 
child seats are available in a range of exciting colours.

Child seat headrest - 5L0 019 903 
Rear-facing frame (RF) - DDF 000 003A
Forward-facing frame (FF) - DDF 710 002

ISOFIX G0-G1 
5L0 019 905

Flexible and secure ISOFIX fi tment 
with optional headrest and rear or 
forward-facing seat frames.

Young Profi  Plus G0+

ISOFIX seat base required 
for fi tment.
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 646 A 
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 646 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 646 E

Monza G2-G3
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 650 A
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 650 C
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 650 B

Young Sport G1-G3
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 648 A
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 648 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 648 E

Young Expert Plus G1

ISOFIX seat base required 
for fi tment.
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 647 A
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 647 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 647 E 

Young Expert G1
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 645 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 645 E

Recaro ISOFIX seat base
ZGB 000 061 649

Group

G0+ 
0-13 kg

From birth to 12-15 months

G1 
9-18 kg

From 9 months to 4 years

G2 
15-25 kg

From 4 to 6 years

G3 
22-36 kg

From 6 to 11 years

Baby Plus One G0+ 0 -13 kg

ISOFIX with RF frame G0-G1 0-18 kg

ISOFIX with FF frame G1 9-18 kg

Wavo G1-G2-G3 9 -36 kg

Wavo Booster G2-G3 15-36 kg

Recaro Young Profi  Plus G0+ 0 -13 kg

Recaro Young Expert G1 9-18 kg

Recaro Young Expert Plus G1 9-18 kg

Recaro Young Sport G1-G3 9 -36 kg

Recaro Monza G2-G3 15-36 kg

A guide to child seat 
classifi cation.

Safety&Security 2020

G3
22-36 kg

From 6 to 11 years

kg

15-36 kg

Child seat headrest - 5L0 019 903 
- DDF 000 003A
FF) - DDF 710 002



Rear parking sensors

A wise investment to avoid accidental parking bumps. 
Our parking sensors are discreetly fi tted into the rear 
bumper providing an audible alarm the closer you 
reverse to an obstacle.
BEA 710 001

Wash and wax shampoo 
HAO 096 009

Wax polish 
HAO 096 007

Metallic paint polish 
HAO 096 008

Wheel rim cleaning gel 
HBA 096 038

Interior trim cleaner 
HBA 096 040

Upholstery and interior trim cleaner 
HBA 096 024

Care&Protection
Keep your Fabia in perfect condition inside and out with 
our comprehensive range of car care products.

First aid kit

Fire extinguisher

Warning triangle

Tow rope

Anti-theft wheel bolts

CFA 071 004

000 093 251

GFA 410 010 GB

GGA 700 001A

Leather treatment 
HBA 096 025

Insect remover and glass cleaner 
HBA 096 028

Screen wash additive 
HFA 096 022

Windscreen de-icer 
HFA 096 020

Windscreen ice scraper 
ZGB 000 096 000A

GAA 500 001

Refl ective safety vest

000 093 062C

Snow chains

Suitable for all 16” 
and 17” wheels.

Tyre 155/80 R13 - CEP 400 001 A
Tyre 165/70 R14 - CEP 400 002 A
Tyre 185/60 R14 - CEP 400 003 A

Spare bulb kits

Available in bespoke kits for 
either standard Halogen H7 or 
optional Bi-Xenon headlights.
H7 bulbs, with cornering front fog lights 

(excl. Scout) - 5J0 054 980A 

H7 bulbs, with cornering front fog lights 
(for Scout) - 5J0 054 980B 

H4 bulbs, without front fog lights 
- 5J0 054 980C 

H4 bulbs, with cornering front fog lights
 - 5J0 054 980D 

22Care&Protection

Keep your Fabia in perfect condition inside and out with 

Protection

Tow rope

Anti-theft wheel bolts


